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Platform Migration

**Strategy concerning GForge**

- ObjectWeb will continue to host the existing version of GForge (3.1) on the existing server. TC unanimously agree not to continue effort on migrating Gforge to new version.

The agreement also was to end the current migration process in the shortest possible time frame.

- INRIA will check if it is possible to extend the warranty and to still host on server for the next 6 months

**Conception of the new system**

- TC has to choose between an integrated solution (Libresource or GForge) or to use different components

It seems that using different components is more appreciable XM think 1st solution is easy to maintain and better integrated but using external components often offers more functionalities

- TC has to propose to replace GForge for the next 6 months
- TC has to define the next system strategy for OW V2 (we mention using portal for the integration of components)
- a requirements document has been begun by François Letellier and XM (available on http://college.objectweb.org/xwiki/bin/view/v2/)
- TC need implication of ObjectWeb community to validate the choices and build the solution.
- XM will begin a discussion document with requirements synthesis and existing components that could be used

Outside audio *JC will start the writing of an action plan for migration (mail exchange with Thales). IP audit

François Letellier indicates that the exercise of code assessment has been done on the two projects InterLDAP and LemonLDAP Action : JC contact the two project leaders Next step